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Instructions 

Review Error/Warnings reports for the following warnings: SE720, SE721, SE722, and 
SE724 warnings. Many of these warnings will turn into errors in the Cross LEA and 
post-Cross LEA phases of the collection.  

 

• SE720 - These students were marked with an Exit Type of 40, 50, or 70, but 
were reported in another school district during the current year. Please change 
the Exit Type to a 13 - Transfer to a Public School in a different Colorado School 
District.  Notify CSI when you have made these updates to your SIS and we 
will update the records on our end.  
 

• SE721 - Students were reported in another Colorado school district after your 
schools Exit Date. Please change Exit Type of 13. Notify CSI when you have 
made these updates to your SIS and we will update the records on our end. 
 

• SE722 - Warnings will turn into errors and indicate a student was exited from 
your school as 13 - exited to another district within Colorado. However, no record 
has been reported from another Colorado school district, so your school was the 
last school to account for that student.  
 

o These errors must be addressed by collecting and reviewing any 
Confirmation of Enrollment/Attendance or any other Adequate 
Documentation or Evidence of Attendance from the receiving school that 
may be available. Proof of attendance is necessary. You made need to 
reach out to receiving school to confirm they have included student 
accurately. See CDE’s list of Adequate Documentation for each Exit Type.  

o Once all documentation has been collected for the student, please update 
your SISI and work with CSI to update the Exit Type for the student.  

o If a school does not have Adequate Documentation on where these 
students went after exiting, they must be coded as a 40 or dropout Exit 
Type.  

 

• SE724 -These students are currently coded as dropouts, expulsions, or transfers 
to a HSED program, but have been reported as attending a Colorado detention 
center after the exit date reported by your organization. Please change the 
Exit/Withdrawal Type code to 26 (Transfer to a Colorado detention center in a 
different school district). Notify CSI when you have made these updates to 
your SIS and we will update the records on our end. 

 
Email the Submissions Inbox (Submissions_CSI@csi.state.co.us) for any questions.  
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